West Plainfield Fire Protection District
24901 County Road 95, Davis, California 95616 (530)756-0212
BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS MEETING
August 20, 2019 at 7:00 PM
To be held at West Plainfield Fire Department
24901 County Road 95, Davis, CA 95616

1. Call the meeting to order and establish quorum
2 . Review and Discussion of Bills
a. Approve Payment of Bills (Page 1)
3. Public colillllent
4. Lillard Hall
a. Lillard Hall Public Business
b. Lillard Hall Manager Report (Page 2)
c. Lillard Hall Committee Report (Hjerpe, Guarino)
i.
Financial Analysis Report
5. Financials
a. Deposits (Page 3)
b. Financial Reports
6. New Business
a. Discussion/Action - Reimbursement Vehicle Damage - Pat Mikkelsen
b. Apparatus donation by Willow Oak Fire - Discussion/Action re acceptance and work needed if
accepted.
c. Discussion/Action - Yolo County Strategic Planning re. Fire service delivery in Yolo County
(Page 4-52)
7. Old Business
a. Fire District Website Update
8. Chiefs Report
9. Assistant Chiefs Report
a. Assistant Chief, Operations (Stiles)
b. Assistant Chief, Administration (Heins)
10. Volunteer Activities Report
11. Committee Reports
a. Standing Committees
i.
Benefits Committee Report (Hierpe, Guarino)
ii.
Budget Committee Report (Hierpe, Yeager)
iii.
Personnel Committee Report (Hierpe, Guarino)
1v.
District Funding and Development Committee (Yeager, Beoshanz,)
v.
lHS Committee (McMullen, Guarino)
b. Ad Hoc Committees
i.
HIS Engineering report Committee (Hjerpe, Yeager)
12. Training Liaison Report (Yeager)
13. Fire Prevention Liaison Report (McMullen)
14. Facilities/Equipment Repair Liaison Report (Beoshanz)
15. M inutes
a. Approval of July 16, 2019 Board Meeting Minutes (Page
5.6)
16. Clerk's Report
17. Open Forum
18. Calendar
a. The next regular scheduled Board meeting will be September 17, 2019 at 7:00 pm unless another
date is agreed upon.

s: -

Posted 8/15/19 @ _ _ _ __ by - --=S=h=ar=o=n~G=ra=ft=o=n'----- -- - - -- -

West Plainfield Fire Protection District
24901 Road 95, Davis, California 95616 • (530) 756-0212

August 20, 2019

Auditor-Controller
625 Court Street
Woodland, CA 95695

This letter is to inform you that the West Plainfield Fire Protection District's Board of
Commissioners has approved for payment the bills listed below:

ATT
Cascade
Curtis
IDVILLE
Nathan Kane
PG&E
Scott's PPE
Target Solutions
US Bank
Valley Hydraulics
Waste Management
Yolo Pumping

Total

* Not included in total .

.• $ . ·. 40'!'86

1,194.74
2,743.89
2:e13.o6
108:23
535:89
. 434.16
· 2.480i00 .
4;621.95 . ·
14;14 ·
·• .. 157.41 ·

1;2'9hfoo

$16,235.33

August 20, 2019

Lillard Hall Report

Deposit Income:

Total:

$375.00
$100.00
$600.00
$600.00

Dog Group -August
Golden State Pembroke- Welsh Corgi
Jimenez party
Moreno party

$1,675.00

Deposit:

$500.00 Jimenez party

Expenses:

$500.00
$500.00
$727.00
$423.95
$317.42
$80.00

Total:

Balance:

Jo Yeager

$2,548.00
$25,948.32

Jimenez deposit refund
Guadalupe deposit refund
Yolo Pumping Service
Plumbling Doctor - Replace toilet in Women's bathroom
Waste Management
Eva Patino - hall cleaning

DEPOSITS-August 20, 2019

Total deposit of$ 8,045.39

State of California, Dept of Forestry & Fire Protection

$ 6,660.50

LEHR - Overpayment

$

657.69

Lillard Hall Fund - Reimbursement Yolo Pumping Service

$

727.20
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Foreword
· Fire protection districts (FPO) perform a crucial role in rural communities through the
provision of fire, emergency medical, and hazardous materials services. These districts
are most commonly staffed with volunteers; which allows for the provision of services
at a significant cost savings to rural communities. However, across the nation
volunteer FPDs are struggling to maintain services in the face of volunteer and
financial shortages. This struggle is also occurring locally for the volunteer fire
protection districts of Yolo County and threatening their long term sustainability.
This report reviews the challenges facing the Yolo County volunteer FPDs and the
strategic approaches of other county FPDs. It is the intention of the County that this
report will shed light on the needs of the volunteer FPDs and aid in future discussions
regarding long term options.

Methodology
Information for this report was gathered from multiple sources. Staff met with
representatives of the volunteer Yolo County FPDs to gather information and data
regarding their operational challenges. Staff also reached out to several counties in
California to learn about their struggles, structural format, and any best practices for
long term sustainability. Additionally, the 2016 Municipal Services Review of the Yolo
County FPDs, by the Yolo County Local Agency Formation Commission (LAFCo) ,
served as a foundation for the report and is referenced frequently. Lastly, this material
is coupled with national and state data as well as information from volunteer fire
protection organizations.
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Executive Summary
Volunteer fire protection districts (FPDs) have a long history in the United States and to
this day, remain the most common structure for fire protection in the nation.
However, over time increases in industry requirements and cultural changes have
created signiiicant challenges for FPDs, particularly the traditional model of
independent volunteer FPDs. In Yolo County, the unincorporated communities are
served by fifteen rural volunteer FPDs. These districts are facing the same challenges
experienced as FPDs throughout the nation and state of California; which is ultimately
threatening their long-term sustainability.
This report reviews the challenges facing the Yolo County volunteer FPDs and the
· strategic approaches of other county FPDs in California.

Challenges
FPDs across the nation are facing two significant challenges: the recruitment and
retention of volunteers as well as obtaining sufficient funding to maintain operations.
Recruitment and Retention of Volunteers

A large base of reliable trained volunteers is the backbone of the volunteer FPDs.
According to the National Fi.re Protection Association, volunteers comprised 65% of ali
firefighters in the United States in 2017 _1 Despite the strong reliance on volunteer
firefighters, FPDs have struggled with a steadily decreasing volunteer base. The
volunteer numbers have fluctuated since the 1980s and have recently hit their lowest
in the past thirty years. This problem has been further exacerbated by a triple
increase in calls for service.2
The reduction in volunteer firefighters is believed to be the result of several causes:
increased training requirements, increased time demands, and changes in
sociological conditions. Training requirements have increased significantly over the
years, particularly as the role of firefighters has expanded into handling emergency
medico! and hazardous materials. Additionally, the time commitments required for
volunteer firefighters have increased. This is due to increased training requirements
and significant increases in calls for service. 3 Lastly, changes in society have placed a
burden on the recruitment and retention of volunteer firefighters. Individuals are

1

Volunteer Fire Service Fact Sheet. National Volunteer Fire Council. 2019.

2

Jbid.

3

Volunteer Fire Service Fact Sheet. 2019.
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working more, with families often relying on two-incomes or multiple jobs. 4 People
are also traveling farther distances for work.5 This creates less available time to
dedicate to volunteer fire service.

Effect
The overall effect of a decline in the recruitment and retention of volunteers, is less
staff at FPDs to respond to calls for service. This places a greater burden on paid and
volunteer staff to conduct that work; which can result in burn out for volunteers and
further retention issues. Depending on the severity, it can also lead to a reduction in
firefighters responding to a call. Shasta County is authorized to deploy up to 385
volunteers, but had only 149 volunteers when the Carr fire occurred in 2018. 6
The Yolo County FPDs are experiencing the same decrease in volunteers and
increase in service calls seen across the nation and state. Between 2008 and 2018 the
number of volunteers declined by 70; a decline of 29%. In addition to the decline in
volunteers, service calls have increased by 27% for the region .7 This places a strain on
the local FPDs and current volunteers to maintain operations.
Sufficient Funding for Operations

Another challenge facing FPDs across the country is obtaining sufficient funding to
maintain operations. Over the years rising costs for equipment and the need to
-o_
b~
t ~staffing has created a financial strain on FPDs.

Wltf;
~

The largest expense for most FPDs is the cost to obtain, maintain and replace
apparatus and equipment; of which the cost has increased considerably. Over the
years the prices have risen due to evolving technology and safety standards. In the
1980s a fire pumper truck cost around $100,000, but is almost five times that amount
today.8 While there is no established best practice for apparatus service life, the
National Fire Protection Association recommends safety consideration as the primary
factor; advising careful consideration be given for use of fire apparatus in first-line
service when it is over 15 years old. 9 The 2016 Yolo County Local Agency Formation
Commission (LAFCo) Municipal Services Review {MSR) recommended the maximum

4

Volunteer Fire Service Fact Sheet. 2019.

s Gutierrez, Melody, and Megan Cassidy. "As California Burns, Volunteer Firefighters Become Harder to
Find." San Francisco Chronicle, August 11, 2018. -, ·· _ .-'/.:'·:. _
. .. ,.f .·
. ~·
. ! -~ :. ~- /;:,
6 Ibid.
7 Yolo County FPDs. 2019.
8 Senate Veterans Affairs and Emergency Preparedness Committee. Senator Lisa Baker. A Special
Report: The Chaf/enges of Firefighting Today, 2013-2014 legislative Session.
9 NFPA l 911. "Appendix D.1: General". In Standard for the fnspection. Maintenance, Testing and
Retirement of Automotive Fire Apparatus. 2017 Edition.
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service life for apparatus at around 20-25 years. 10 As a result, districts must plan and
save years in advance in order to have sufficient funds to maintain apparatus and
equipment within their service life.
As the number of volunteers decline, some FPDs have turned to hiring paid person nel,
also known as career firefighters. The number of career firefighters in the United Sta tes
has increased steadily from 237,750 in 1986 to 373,600 in 2017, a 57% increase. 11 For
volunteer FPDs, hiring career firefighters can help ensure a more stable roster and
results in a mixed operational model of both paid and volunteer staff.

Effect
Funding struggles can result in long term sustainability issues. In California multiple
FPDs have closed or consolidated with other districts due to financial instability. The
board of the volunteer Julian-Cuyamaca FPO in San Diego voted in February 2018 to
dissolve due to financial and staffing shortfalls. 12 Similarly, in San Bernardino County, a
large budget deficit in the county fire prevention district led the Board of Supervisors
in October 2018 to expand one of the fire prevention zones with the hopes of more
evenly increasing and distributing tax revenue. 13
A number of FPDs in Yolo County were identified in the 2016 Yolo County LAFCo MSR
as having long term financial sustainability issues. This was most evident in the
prevalence of apparatus/vehicles past their recommended service life of 25 years.
When examined all together, as of 2016, 53% of the 70 fire apparatus/vehicles in the
Yolo County.FPDs were over 15 years of age, 37% were over 20 years of age, and 29%
were over 25 years of age.14 The local FPDs are thus faced with the high cost of
replacing these items.

Strategies
As summarized in the table below a number of strategies have been undertaken by
f PDs in the nation and within counties in California to address these challenges. A
more detailed case study of some California counties is provided in the Appendix.

10

Yolo Local Agency Formation Commission. Municipal Services Review and Sphere of Influence Study
for the 15 Fire Protection Districts. Vol. 1. 2016, 49.
11
Evarts, Ben and Gary Stein. U.S. Fire Department Profile 2017. Report. National Fire Protection
Association. March 2019, 4.
12

Sridhar, Priyo. "Julian Volunteer Firefighters Battle to Preserve Their District." KPBS News, October 3,

2018.

;, ..

13

Estacio, Martin. "Judge Denies Request to Delay County fire Tax." Daily Press, April 2, 2019.

14

Yolo Local Agency Formation Commission. Municipal Services Review. 2016, 49.
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Recruitment and Retention of
Volunteers

•
•
•
•
•

Sufficient Funding for Operations

•
•
•
•

,~J,.si>.JSl!fflll'!!IIWl!'IU!lllllll~ill'~~

Improve recruitment efforts
Provide incentives
Hire career firefighters
Reduce the training burden
Explore Operational Alterations
o Consolidation or Countywide FPO
o Coordinating Agency
o Contracted Services
Maximize grant funding opportunities
Increase tax or fee revenue
Redirection of Proposition 172 Funds
Explore Operational Alterations
o Consolidation or Countywide FPD
o Coordinating Agency
o Contracted Services

Conclusion & Recommended Next Steps
The Yolo County FP0s are facing the same challenges as FPDs across the nation and
throughout the state of California. These challenges create the greatest struggle for
the traditional model of independent/dependent FPDs, where volunteers serve as
the foundation. While changing recruitment practices or obtaining alternative
sources of funds can assist, these challenges are likely to continue long term. As a
result, many counties in California have or are in the process of exploring operational
changes as alternatives to the traditional FPO model.
It is the request and recommendation of the Yolo County Fire Chiefs Association that
additional funding be provided by the County to the fire districts. Specifically, the fire
chiefs request that the Board of Supervisors consider a redirection of Proposition 172
funds so that a portion is provided to the fire districts.
Based on the request of the fire chiefs and the strategies implored by other California
counties, it is the recommendation of staff that the County enter into a collaborative
process with the fire chiefs to explore funding and operational options for long term
sustainability. Through this process the County would not only discuss potential new
funding opportunities but also evaluate regionally where operational alterations,

8

~,---~-l!!m;iill!!Mllmm!ilililll!i!!:il!H-!1ili'!!!l~~-----:l!!!IM-~--!'lil!l&
such as those seen in other counties, may be of benefit. Staff would then return to the
Board with final recommendations .

9

Overview of FPDs
History
Fire protection districts (FPDs) have a long tradition in the United States. Since the
early beginnings of the American colonies, firefighting was seen as the responsibility
of those living in the community. Formal vol unteer firefighting organizations first
began to form in the 1700s particularly among the cities of Philadelphia, Boston and
New York. It wasn't until after the Civil War that large cities turned firefighting into a
career by hiring individuals to fight fires, thus forming fire departments. 15 This tradition
has continued where cities often have a higher proportion of paid staff in their fire
departments and rural areas often rely on FPDs with volunteer staff or a mix of paid
and volunteer staff.
Today the majority of fire departments in the United States remain volunteer and
provide an expanded array of services. Specifically, 65% of the 29,819 fire
departments in the nation are comprised entirely of volunteers with an additional 18%
considered mostly volunteered. 16 Generally, the smaller the population the greater
the community is reliant on all volunteer firefighting services. 17 Additionally,
firefighters have taken on an expanded role, as FPDs now provide multiple services
outside of fire protection including emergency medical services and hazardous
materials.

Organizational Models
In reviewing fhe various counties in California, there appear four distinct
organizational models for fire protection: independent/dependent FPDs, countywide
FPDs, contracted fire protection, and coordinating agency.
Independent/Dependent FPDs
One of the most common and traditional models for fire services is a collection of
independent and/or dependent FPDs. These districts are generally found in rural
areas and are heavily reliant on volunteers. Traditionally, FPDs are formed, funded,
and sustained through efforts of the community and the FPO, separate from the
1s Collins, Craig. The Heritage and Evolution of America's Volunteer Ffre Service . In A Proud Tradition:
275 Years of the American Volunteer Fire Service, 10-20. .Florida: Notional Volunteer Fire Council, 2015 .
.•

• i . ...

:zt_·.,.._._; -·---- ---~~:.... .

1
:._·,.•••

- -··-- ·~

_:_,_,: ·-~--- .:.~.:...'____ _ _; __ · -/:.··,,

·· · -· ~ -

~-

Volunteer Fire Service Fact Sheet. Notional Volunteer Fire Council. 2019.
17 Verzoni, Angelo. "Shrinking Resources, Growing Concern." NFPA Journal. 2017 {July 1, 2017}.

16

jl .

:,{
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county. Although it is not uncommon for counties to provide some financial
assistance. An FPO is considered dependent if the county Board of Supervisors serves
as the board for the district; otherwise, a FPO is considered wholly independent. This
model is seen is Nevada County where there are eight FPDs, one all-volunteer FPD,
and a county water district that provide fire and emergency response. 18 This is also
the model in Yolo County.
Countywide FPO

Under this model one agency serves as the FPO for the majority or entirety of the
unincorporated area of a county. The agency will often contract with cities to
provide their fire service as well. In this way, the services provided are equal across
the region. There appear to be several examples of this model in California. One
example is seen in Ventura County which hos a countywide fire protection district
that is a dependent district of the county. This district serves the entire unincorporated
area as well as six of the ten cities. 19
Contracted Services

·· A common model among California counties is to contract with Cal Fire tor the
provision of fire services. This can occur for all of the incorporated area or just a
particular portion. This is the case for the San Diego County Fire Authority which
currently· has Calfire providing emergency fire and emergency medical services for
the area of the Julian-Cuyamaca Fire Prevention District whose board voted to
dissolve in 2018 due to financial and staffing shortages. 20 However, counties such as
Napa, Riverside and Butte contract with CalFire to cover all of the unincorporated
areas of the county, with the exception of one independent FPO in Butte County.21
While the contract arrangements vary, CalFire provides both fire and emergency
medical services. In addition, CalFire also provides funds through contracts with some
FPDs
fire services. In Marin County, Cal Fire provides funds to the Marin County Fire
Department for the provision of fire suppression services throughout the state. This
includes staffing, fire equipment, administration services, and infrastructure
improvements. Marin County therefore provides initial response to fires in State
Responsibility Areas.22

tor:

1

a "Fire Services Follow Up: A Survey of Several Other Counties." San Luis Obispo, Local Agency
Formation Commission, April 2018.
19 Ibid.
20 Sridhar, Priyo. "Julian Volunteer Firefighters Bottle to Preserve Their District." 2018.
21
"Fire Services Follow Up", Son Luis Obispo, Local Agency Formation Commission. 2018.
22 Marin County Fire Department. "Marin County fire Deportment Strategic Pion 2017-2020." November
20, 2017.
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Coordinating Agency
In this model, sometimes referred to as a regional fire services framework, an agency
serves as an administrative or coordinating body for FPDs. This agency can be a
county department, county service area, community services district, joint powers
authority, nonprofit or other body. The coordinating body can assist with training,
fiscal oversight, cooperative purchasing, recruitment, as well as shared staffing and
apparatus. In this way, districts retain their independence while benefiting from some
shared resources and assistance through an economy of scale. An example of this
model was seen in Sonoma County, which had a department dedicated to
administrative oversight and coordination for volunteer fire protection districts in the
County. Due to financial and efficiency issues, the County has recently moved to
disband the department in favor of having largerconsolidated FPDs.

Yolo County Fire Protection Districts
Service Provision

· In Yolo County, the unincorporated communities are served by fifteen rural FPOs.
These districts provide fire protection and emergency medical services to an
estimated 31,200 rural constituents23 which cover approximately 965 square miles
(See Figure l ). Population growth is estimated to be fairly low in the region .
According to a 2016 Municipal Service Review (MSR) by the Yolo County Local
Agency Formation Commission [LAFCo) growth in the unincorporated population
was projected at a very modest 1.4% increase over the next twenty years. 24
Many of these FPDs have existed for a significant time in the community in which they
serve; nearly one hundred years for some. For this reason, in addition to the
emergency medical service function, some FPDs also serve a social function in their
small communities, with the fire station often used as a center for community •
meetings and events.
Structure
The fifteen FPDs in the county provide either direct or indirect services. An FPO
provides fire and emergency medical services using volunteer or hired staff to the
community in their sphere of influence as a direct services provider. Indirect services
refers to the FPDs that contract with another FPO to provide these services in their
community.

California Department of finance, "E-1 Cities, Counties. and the State Population Estimates with
Annual Percent Change-January 1, 2018 and 2019.'' (May 1, 2019}.

23

24

Yolo Local Agency formation Commission. Municipal Services Review. 2016, 2.
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Figure 1: Yolo County Fire Protection Districts
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Eleven of the FPDs in YC>lo County provide direct services with staff comprised of all
volunteers or a combination of volunteer and paid individuals. The districts operat e
with funds collected or raised in each district, which are utilized to pay for operating,
equipment costs, and capital improvements. While each of the direct service FPDs
operate independently, with their own separate facilities and equipment, mutual aid
agreements exist amongst the districts to share response resources. 25
The remaining four FPDs contract for the provision of services with a nearby city fire
department. These are the East Davis, No Man's land, Springlake and Winters FPDs.
Therefore, the fees collected for these districts are used to pay the city fire
department for services in accordance with an established contract. For this reason,
these FPDs do not own fire stations or apparatus and do not have any staff (volunteer
or paid) outside of their appointed Board members.
Each FPO is managed by an appointed five-member policy board, with the
exception of the Yolo FPO that has an elected three-member Board of Directors. Of
the fifteen FPDs, the Yolo County Board of Supervisors has "control" over nine FPDs
which means, under state law, the Board can delegate any or all of its power to a
Board of Fire Commissioners. The remaining six FPDs are under local control with their
own governing board (see Table 1}. Every FPO chief also serves as a member of the
Yolo County Fire Chiefs Association which assists in coordination and communication
among the various agencies.

Table I: FPO Structure
N/A
r 17, 1946
Dunni an ·
East Davis
Elkhorn
Es arto
Kni hts Landin
Madison
No Man's land
Springlake
West Plainfield
Willow Oak
· Winters
Yolo
Zamora

N/A

927
23, 1953
, 1965
l, 193 l
l, 1942
, 1950
t 5, 1974
July 9, 1942

Local
Board of Su
Board of Su
Local
Board of Su
Board of Su
Local
Board of Su
Local

Janua 6, 1930
June 7, 1937
Mo 20, 7930
A rif 3, 1939
November 28, 1938

Board of Su ervisors
Board of Su ervisors
Board of Su
Local
Local

J

J

ervisors
ervisors
ervisors
ervisors
ervisors

Direct
Indirect
Direct
Direct
Direct
Direct
ointed Indirect
Appointed Indirect
ointed Direct .
ointed Direct
A
ointed Indirect
E1ected
Direct
A ointed Direct
A

A

Source: Yolo LAFCo, "MSR," 2016 and the Yolo County Board of Supervisors, meeting 1986
2s Yolo Local Agency formation Commission. Municipal Services Review. 2016.
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N/A
Cit of Davis

NIA
N/A
N/A

NIA
Cit of Davis
Cities of Davis
& Woodland
N/A
N/A
Cit of Winters
N/A

N/A

Personnel
Staffing for each of the FPDs varies by the direct/indirect structure and the agency
itself. The indirect service FPDs, that contract with a city fire department, receive the
services of that city's career and volunteer staff. For that reason, the only personnel ot
these FPDs are the appointed board; which are unpaid .
. For the FPOs that perform direct services, the format of personnel depends on the
district; a breakdown is provided in Table 2. Every FPO has a Fire Chief appointed by
their board. This position oversees the volunteers and any paid staff. All of these FPDs
rely heavily on volunteers for operations with volunteers comprising approximately
93% of personnel. This assists in providing significant cost savings to the agencies
which would otherwise have to hire personnel. Five of the direct service FPDs rely
entirely on volunteer personnel while the remaining six FPOs employ paid staff along
with their volunteers. The personnel, both paid and volunteer, can serve multiple
functions in the FPDs including administrative support, emergency medical, firefighter,
dnd/or driver/operator for apparatus. However, the majority of paid positions (7.5
positions) a re for officers, only one paid position is for a firefighter.

Table 2: FPO Personnel, 2018

0
0.25
0

1
East Davis FPO**
Elkhorn FPO

0
0

0

0.25
0

1
Kni ·hts Landin FPO
Madison FPO
No Man's land FPO**
S rin fake f PD**
West Plainfield FPO
Willow Oak FPO
· Winters FPO**
Yol.o FPD
Zamora FPO
TOTAL

0
0
0
0
2

0
0
0

0.5
0.25
0
l
0

4

0
0

9
*Does not include paid personnel
**Indirect service FPD
Source: Yolo County FPDs, 2018

2.75

15

14
0

0
7
3
0
19
1~
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Budget

State law dictates the budgeting practices and format for the local FPDs. According
to a 2016 Yolo County LAFCo MSR, all of the districts appeared to conform to the
state budgeting practices required by law as well as industry-recognized best
practices for public agencies.26

Revenue
FPDs have a combination of stable and variable income sources. The stable ongoing
revenue sources, coming from taxes and fees, make up the vast majority of income
for the FPDs at around 82%. All of the districts receive a share of the local property
taxes, which often serve as the largest source of stable revenue. Some of the FPDs
also receive funds from a parcel tax benefit assessment (which requires a majority
approval from voters) and/or development impact tees.
More variable income for the FPDs can come from a variety of different sources. This
can include interest accrual, intergovernmental revenue, service charges, donations
and grants. Five of the districts, Copay Valley, Esparto, Madison, Willow Oak, and
Yolo, receive an annual portion of tribal compact funds allocated from the County.
Due to the number of income sources, which differ by the size of the district and
property valuations, the amount of revenue can vary greatly by FPD as shown in
Table 3.

Expenses
The expenses for the direct service FPDs differs significantly from the indirect service
districts. For the indirect service districts the majority of revenue goes towards the
payment of the service contract with the cities. However, direct service FPDs must
utilize revenue for cost of operations. Generally, the largest expense for these districts
is maintenance and replacement of capital infrastructure which includes fire
equipment, fire stations, and apparatus.
To prepare for these capital infrastructure needs as well as any contingencies,
including the ending of a contract with the cities, all of the direct and indirect FPDs
raise and store revenue in fiscal reserves (see Table 4). For this reason the FPDs
generally net revenue each year but this amount can vary dramatically from year to
year, particularly if any capital asset purchases or facility repairs are made.

26

Yolo Local Agency Formation Commission. Municipal Services Review. 2016.
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Table 3: Yolo County FPO Revenue Sources for FY 17-18

'Copay
Valley
Clarksburg

$ l 56,513.50
(0.00060708)
$82,549.53
(0.00024208)

, Dunnigan · j $171,692.47
(0.00066 118)
East Davis

I $524.677 .o 1

I $11,136.01

l $38,a9s.7s I $0

j $81,601.78

l $10,011.12
I $1 ..934.93

I $5,448.21

1

I$0

I $19.376.26

! $3,so1.17

I $2.249_s3

I$0

$10,1s9.s6

I $60.000

I $13.615.s2 l $0

I $276.562.41
I $195,940.19

I $48,432.39 ! $i9,649.1a I $264,901.24

I $0

I $7 64.972.09

I $0

I $121.031.02

I $210.s13.aa I $0

I $19,057.60 I$10.723.60 !$0

I$67 .364.oo . I$0

I $3,704.67

I$28.79

I$59.997.oo I$15.931.67

I$5.728.24

I$133,498.58 I $0

I $2s.s24_s2 I $403,432.12

I $41s.82

I $5. 1s2.31

I $9.810.96

I $726.70

I $101.s21.s1

I $23,006.78

I

I$3.678.64

I$108.855.20 I$0

I$7.200

I $308,435.0 1

I $l 6,2s9.14

I $0

I $sso.42

I $234.12

I $0

I $0

I $24.sso. 1o

! $1,000.07

I $0

I $2. 1a2.11

I$483,662.22

(0.00208993}
Elkhorn

[ $49,939.56

I$0

(0.00020192)
Esparto

I $162152.71
(0.00063796)

Knights
landing

$75,700.22

Madison

I $l 61 ,os3.93

1

$15,93Lso

(0.00029337)

$4.640.46

I $0

(0.00059206)

No Man's
land
Springlake

I

$7,475.82
(0.000027 64}

I $428,270.64
(0.00141068)

I $50,656.90 I$0

1

$1 .552.44

t

-

*Revenue that may fall under the "Service Charges" category includes strike team or state response.
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$0

$0

$5,419.73

$1.500.43

$0

$26,054.33

$362,169.13

$58,399.90

$20,912.00

$9,113.39

$27,033.80

$94,415.85

$27,266.27

$557,467 .23

$0

$0

$6,918.01

$2,795.16

$0

$0

$320,412.63

$33,826.80

$41,903.64

$4,513.79

$30,380.70

$2,442.88

$15.00

$208,330.04

$16,352.00

$0

$5,357.83

$202.98

$0

$265.00

$135,237.03

(0.00114149)
$320,326.02
{0.00120499)

Winters

$310,699.46
(0.00119331)

Yolo

$95,247.23
(0.00035965)

Zamora

$113,059.22
(0.00041295)

Source: Yolo County Department of Finance
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Table 4: Yolo County FPO Revenue, Expenses & Reserves

Copay FPO

Clarksburg
FPD

Revenue

$337,391.66

$276,562.41

Expenses

$196,672.43

$74,639.49

E/R Ratio

58.29%

Revenue
Ex.pens es

$424, 11 1.32

26.99%

Unassigned

$474,497.29

$195,534.87

$195,940.19

Committed

$2,669.44

$329,973.13

$161,860.97

Assigned

168.75%

82.61%

Unassigned

$55,226.37

Revenue

$201,571.55

264,907.24

Committed

$4 1,434.47

Ex enses

172,957.01

230,705.01

183,534.08

85.8%

87.09%

$84,388.75

Revenue

738,157.79

764,972.09

Ex enses

675,173.43

718,423.96

0
1,238,558.45

91.47%

93.92%

97,374.35

Revenue

$185,912.08

$121,037.02

$0

Expenses

$106,892.65

$23,502.73

Net
East Davis
FPD*"'

Net
Elkhorn FPO

19.42%

Unassigned

Revenue

$267,933.83

$403,432.72

Committed

$85,972.81

Expenses

$209,591.91

$420,854.01

Assigned

$195,213.97

78.23%

104.32%

Unassigned

$240, 154.50

$201,655.51

$107,827.51

Committed

$110,900.82

169,672.54

78,159.18

84.14%

72.49%

Revenue
Ex enses
Net

153,198.78

Unossi ned
Restricted

Madison FPO

196,207.57

234,211.03

$12,360.03
44,732.67

91.61%

75.94%

25·1 ,602.08

24,116.70

24,550.10

69,175.24

1,493.22

286.84%

6.08%

Unassi ned

475,370.00

483,662.22

Committed

583,417.13

$486,300.36

122.73%

100.55%

Unassi ned

- 2,638.14

Revenue

456,705.71

$362, 169 .13

Committed

Ex enses

406,910.05

278,698.94

0
253,035.40

89.1%

76.95%

239,456.35

Ex enses
Revenue
Ex enses
Revenue
Ex enses
Net

West
Plainfield F.PD

50,000.00

308,435.01

Net
Springlake
FPO**

Committed

$160,643.53

$214.170.69

Revenue
Net

No Man's
Land FPO*"'

$0

87.5%

Net
Knights
Landing FPO

Assigned

$37 1,746.84

$343,663.21

Net
Esparto FPO

$59,668.23

Assigned

rilet
Dunnigan
FPD

Committed

Net

19

Committed

0

i

Willow Oak

Revenue

$529,307.19

$557;467.23 Committed

FPO

Exoenses

$424,718.91

$421,800.75

80.24%

Revenue
Exoenses

Net
Winters FPO**

Net

Yolo FPO

Revenue
Expenses
Net

Zamora FPO

Revenue
Expenses
Net

$190,372.78

Assianed

$398,705.01

75.66%

Unassianed

$226,753.62

$301,444.53

$320,412.63

Committed

$83,121.37

$295,472.42

$313,751.39

Assianed

98.02%

97.92%

$384,475.06

Unassianed

$43,246.04

Restricted

$76,595.30
$67,769.91

$247,089.70

$208,330.04

Committed

$200,942.42

$150,910.08

Assigned

$109,303.51

81.32%

72.44%

Unassigned

$125,085.99

$197 ,57 4.41
$117,503.10

$187,026.05

Committed

$3,145.12

$138, 100.24 Assianed
73.84% Unassianed

$323,913.75

59.47%

Source: Yolo County Department of Finance
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$126,359.82

Challenges Facing Volunteer FPDs
FPDs across the nation are facing two significant challenges: the recruitment and
retention of volunteers as well as obtaining sufficient funding to maintain operations.
While felt nationally these struggles are also occurring across the state of California
and locally within the FPDs of Yolo County. What follows is a description of those
challenges, first on the national and state level and then followed by the effect on
the Yolo County FPDs.

Recruitment and Retention of Volunteers
Reduction

A large base of reliable tra_ined volunteers is the backbone of the volunteer FPDs.
According to the National Fire Protection Association, volunteers comprised 65% of all
firefighters in the United States in 20 l 7. Additionally, the majority of fire departments in
the nation are volunteer. 27 This is most prevalent in the rural areas where all-volunteer
fire departments make up 74% of communities with a popu_lation between 2,500 to
4,999 and 92.7% for communities with a population below 2,500.28
In California volunteers have a strong role as well. In the state one third of the
estimated 28,000 firefighters are volunteers and most are in the rural areas. 29
The use of volunteers provides large cost savings to rural communities. Without
volunteers FPDs would need significantly more funding to hire an equivalent number
of paid career staff. As a result, the National. Fire Protection Association estimates
annual cost savings from volunteer firefighters at $46.9 billion.30
Despite the strong reliance on volunteer firefighters, FPDs have struggled with a
steadily decreasing volunteer base. As shown in Figures 2 and 3, volunteer numbers
have fluctuated since the 1980s and have recently hit their lowest in the past thirty
years. When the rates of volunteer firefighters per 1,000 people protected for mostly
or all volunteer departments are examined, the rates show a downward trend and
range from a high of 8.05 in 1987 to a low of 5.8 in 2017 per 1.000 population
protected. This problem is further exacerbated by the triple increase in calls for
service.3 1

27

Volunteer Fire Service Fact Sheet. 2019.
Verzoni. "Shrinking Resources, Growing Concern." 2017.
Gutierrez & Cassidy. "As California Borns." 2018.
30 Volunteer Fire Service Fact Sheet. 2019.
31 Ibid.
2s
29
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As previously mentioned, over the years the role of firefighters has expanded outside
of regular fire services. While fire services vary, many FPDs provide emergency
medical and hazardous materials services. 32 The growth in these additional roles tor
firefighters over the years has created greater demand on their services. In fact,
emergency medical calls are more c_ommon than calls regarding fire. 33 This creates a
significant challenge for FPDs, particularly those made entirely or partially of
volunteers, to keep up with the demand despite a dwindling number of volunteer
staff.

Causes
The reduction in volunteer firefighters is believed to be the result of several causes.
These include training requirements, time demands, and changes in sociological
conditions.
Training Requirements
Training requirements have increased significantly over the years, particularly as the
role of firefighters has expanded into handling emergency medical services and
hazardous materials. While each state adopts its own training requirements, California
state law requires volunteer firefighters to take the same certification training as paid
firefighters.34 Initial training can take anywhere from 240-480 hours to meet the.
minimum mandated and recommended requirements before a volunteer can
respond to emergency incidents; which is then followed by annual training of 259-287
hours.35 A result of these requirements are that volunteer firefighters are prepared at
a much higher skill level than their predecessors.36 However. the incredsed training
requirements creates a burden that often results in a large barrier for recruiting
volunteers willing to dedicate the amount of time to train.

Seeger, Erle. Volunteer Fire Service Today. In A Proud Tradition: 275 Years offhe American Volunteer
Fire Service, 28-35. Florido: Notional Volunteer Fire Council, 2015. ·
:.'

:i2

J3

Ibid.

Guti.errei &. Cassidy. "As California Bums." 2018.
Js Yolo local Agency Formation Commission. Municipal Services Review. 2016.
36 Seeger. Volunteer Fire Service Today. 2015.
34
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Figure 2: Number of Volunteer Firefighters and
. Rate per 1,000 people in U.S. 37
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Time Demands
The time commitments required for volunteer firefighters have also increased. This is
due to the increasing training requirements and significant increase in calls for
service; 39 both of which can be linked to the expanded role of fire departments.
Currently, calls for emergency medical services occur more frequently than calls for
fire and, with the baby boomer population aging; it is anticipated that medical calls
will continue to grow. 40 This is coupled with a higher fire demand, particularly in the
state of California. 41 As a result, the time commitment expectations for volunteer
firefighters have increased. This can make it difficult not only to recruit new volunteers
but to retain current volunteers.
Changes in Sociological Conditions

Changes in society have also p laced a burden on the rec ruitment and retention of·
volunteer firefighters. Individuals are working more, with families often relying on twoincomes or multiple jobs. 42 This creates less available time to dedicate to volunteer
fire service. Additionally, people are traveling farther distances for work. 43 Rather than
working locally in rural communities, people are commuting to urban areas where
economic and job growth is more common. This distance means that volunteers
have less flexibility to leave their jobs and respond to a service call. Similarly,
employers outside of the rural community are less likely to allow their employees that
flexibility. 44
Some sources also point towards a generational change as a cause for the decline
in volunteers: As generations work more and gravitate towards job opportunities
outside the rural areas, there is less community connection. This disconnect from the
local community can be a contributing factor to a decline in volunteering. 45
Furthermore, as younger generations move toward more urban areas, rural
population growth reduces. According to the 2000 and 2010 U.S. Census, the
population in rural areas is decreasing across the nation. 4 6 This is evident as well in the
aging volunteer firefighter workforce. With less volunteers from younger generations,
the ages of volunteers ore increasing. In a 2017 survey, adults 50 years and older
made up 32% of firefighters for communities with a population under 2,500 compared

Volunteer Fire Service Fact Sheet. 2019.
Seeger, Eric. Volunteer Fire Service Today: 2015.
4 1 Gutierrez & Cassidy. "As California Burns." 2018.
42 Volunteer Fire Service Fact Sheet. 2019.
43 Gutierrez & Cassidy. "As California Burns." 2018.
44 Volunteer Fire Service Fact Sheet. 2019.
39

40

45

fbid.

46

Verzoni. "Shrinking Resources." 2017.
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to 15.9% in 1987.47 If p opulation grow th in the rum ! areas continues to slow, then the
pool of volunteers in those areas is likely to continue to dec rease.

Effects
The overall effect of a decline in the recruitme nt and retention of volunteers, is less
staff at FPDs to respond to calls for service. This places a greater burden on paid and
volunteer staff to conduct that work. Which c an result in burn out for volunteers a nd
further retention issues ..
Depending on the severity, it can also lead to a reduction in firefighters responding to
a call. According to then Fire Chief Kim Zagaris in 2018, of the California Office of
Emergency Services, a quick response time is paramount and a small volunteer forc e
places rural communities at greater risk. 48 This can be particularly difficult in rural
communities, which often handle the brunt of wildfire activity. 49
In California, where fires have continued to increase in number and severity, rural
FPDs have begun to raise alarm at staffing decline. In 2018 Cliff Allen, the president of
the state union for paid firefighters, Cal Fire Local 2881, described the increase in fires
as the "new normal'' and expressed concern that staffing was not keeping pace with
the demand.50 Tuolumne County conducted an aggressive marketing campaign.in
2017 that brought their volunteers from 36 to 70. However, this was still far below the
fire warden 's estimate of 250 to 300 volunteers needed to meet adequate staffing.s·,
Similarly, Shasta County is authorized to deploy up to 385 volunteers, but had only 149
volunteers when the Carr fire occurred in 20 18.52
Yolo County Effect

Volunteer Decrease

The Yolo County FPDs are experiencing the same decrease in volunteers and
increase in service calls seen across the nation and state. As shown in Figure 4, the
total number of active volunteers, not including paid staff, for all of the Yolo County
FPDs has steadily decreased over the past ten years. In fact, between 2008 and 2018
volunteers dropped by 29%. If that trend continues, by the year 2028 volunteers could
reduce to around 123; almost half the amount of volunteers seen twenty years prior.

~7

<is

Volunteer Fire Service Fact Sheet. 2019.
Gutierrez & Cassidy. ".As California Burns." 2018.

49

Verzonl. "Shrinking Resources." 2017.

so Gutierrez & Cassidy. "As California Burns." 2018.
51 fbid.
s2 Ibid.
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Figure 4: Total Active Volunteers for Yo lo County FPDs, 2008-2018*
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Source: Yolo County FPDs, 2018
*Includes paid staff and does not include FPDs that p rovide indirect services.

When examining the number of volunteers by individual FPD, the experience varies.
Almost all of the direct service FPDs have experienced a decrease {shown in Figure
5). The most striking decline occurred in the West Plainfield and Willow Oaks FPDs
where both jumped from over twenty volunteers to ten or less in three years.
However, the exception to the volunteer decline is the Clarksburg FPD, which
experienced a slight increase over the ten year period, and the Yolo and Dunnigan
FP0s, which remained relatively stable. Nonetheless, according to the 2016 Yolo
LAFCo Municipal Service Review, the low numbers of volunteers has persisted d espite
continual recruitment efforts conducted by the districts.53

53

Yolo Local Agency Formation Commission. Municipal Services Review. :2016.
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Figure 5: Active Volunteers by Yolo County FPDs, 2008-2018*
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Service Demand Increase

_In addition to the decline in volunteers, service calls have increased for the region.
These include calls for fire, medical and other emergency incidents. As reported by
each of the Yolo FPDs in Figure 6, from 2013 to 2018 service calls increased by 27%.
The 2016 LAFCo MSR, found that the majority of service calls (55%} for all the districts
tended to occur for EMS rather than fire ( 11%) .54
The increase in service calls coupled with the decrease in volunteers, creates a
burden on the FPDs to maintain service levels. Despite these challenges, the 2016
LAFCo MSR found all 15 FPDs met reasonable expectations in both their capacity and
adequacy of service. This conclusion was based on measures including the FPDs
response time, incident staffing, and turnout time.ss Therefore, while the Yolo County
FPDS have managed to maintain levels of service with less volunteers and increased
calls for service, long term solutions are needed.

54

55

Yolo Local Agency formation Commission. Municipal Services Review. 2016.
Ibid, 2.
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Figure 6: Total Calls for Service for Yolo County FPDs
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Source: Yolo County FPDs, 2018.

Sufficient Funding for Operations
Another challenge facing FPDs across the country is obtaining sufficient funding to
maintain operations. Over the years rising costs for equipment and the need to
obtain staffing has created a financial strain on FPDs.
Rising Equipment Costs

The largest expense for most FPDs is the cost to obtain, maintain and replace
apparatus and equipment; and the cost of these has increased considerably.
Particularly, the various engines and vehicles utilized for service call response.
According to the National Volunteer Fire Council (NVFC) , the cost of equipment for
one firefighter can amount up to $14,000 in some incidences.56 Similarly, the costs of
vehicles are significant, with the NVFC listing the cost of a ladder truck ranging from
$400,000-$750,000 and a fire pumper truck ranging from $150,000-$400,000.57
However, according to local fire chiefs, strict requirements in· California drive this price
higher, with the cost of a ladder truck closer to $1 million. Over the years the prices
have risen due to evolving technology and safety standards. In the l 980s a fire
pumper truck cost around $100,000, but is almost five times that amount today. 58

Volunteer Fire SelYice Fact Sheet. 2019.
Ibid.
ss Senate Veterans Affairs and Emergency Preparedness Committee. Senator Lisa Boker. A Special
Report: The Challenges of Firefighting Today. 2013-2014 Legislative Session.
56

57
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While there is no established best practice for apparatus service life, the National Fire
Protection Association recommends safety consideration as the primary factor;
advising careful consideration be given for use of fire apparatus in first-line service
when it is over 15 years old.59 The Yolo County 2016 LAFCo MSR recommended the
maximum service life for apparatus at around 20-25 years. 60 As a resuJt, districts must
plan and save years in advance in order to have sufficient funds to maintain
apparatus and equipment within their service life.

Staffing Costs
As the number of volunteers decline, some FPDs have turned to hiring paid personnel,
also known as care·er firefighters. For all volunteer FPDs, hiring career firefighters can
help ensure a more stable roster and results in a mixed operational model of both
paid and volunteer staff. As shown in Figure 7 the number of career firefighters in the
United States has increased steadily from 237,750 in 1986 to 373,600 in 2017, a 57%
increase. When compared to population growth, the number of career firefighters
appears to ha.ve remained relatively level over time. However, this still displays an
increasing presence of career firefighters considering that the number of volunteer
firefighters has dropped relative to the population {previously shown in Figure 2). 6 1
Overall, career firefighter's result in a new cost consideration for FPDs that have
traditionally operated solely on volunteers.
An increase in staffing costs is also occurring through the provision of financial
incentives. Financial incentives can include items such as small stipends, retirement
accounts, and state or local tax credits. 62 These are utilized by some districts to help
recruit and retain volunteers in the face of increasing time and training demands.
However, staffing and financial incentives can be expensive and creates a further
strain on districts already struggling to maintain and raise funding for operations and
equipment. ·

NFPA 1911 ..''Appendix D.1: General". 2017.
Yolo Local Agency Formation Commission. Municipal Services Review. 2016, 49.
61 Evarts&. Stein. U.S. Fire Department Profile 2017. 2019.
62 Gutierrez & Cassidy. "As California Burns." 2018.
59
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Figure 7: Number of Career Firefighters and Rate Per 1,000 People in U.S.63
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Effects
Funding struggles can result in increased time commitments and outdated
equipment. With rising costs, more time must be spent on obtaining funding through
grant applications or fundrai:Sing efforts. This requires additional time commitment
from volunteers already feeling overburdened by training commitments. If sufficient
funds are not obtained, then FPDs are at risk of relying on equipment that is outdated
and beyond its service life.
Additionally, operational changes often result when efficient funds are not obtained.
In California multiple FPDs have closed or consolidated with other districts due to
financial instability. The board of the volunteer Julian-Cuyamaca FPO in San Diego
voted in February 2018 to dissolve due to financial and staffing shortfalls.64 Similarly, in
San Bernardino County, a large budget deficit in the county fire prevention district
led the Board of Supervisors in October 2018 to expand one of the fire prevention
zones with the hopes of more evenly increasing and distributing tax revenue. 65
Yolo County Effect

A number of FPDs in Yolo County have been highlighted as having financial
sustainability issues. The 2016 LAFCo MSR identified sustainability concerns with almost
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half of the FPDs, as shown in Table 5. The determinations of the report were based on
a fiscal analysis of multiple factors projected over a 20 year period; including fiscal
reserves, debt service, expenditure/revenue ratio, ability to fund infrastructure
replacement, and infrastructure age. Additionally, the analysis came to its
conclusions while using conservative revenue projections and including costs for
replacement of capital equipment with new equipment after 25 years of service
life.6 6 Each district was described under one of three categories: contract district, full
_or partial fiscal capacity, or needs fiscal assistance. It should be noted that these
determinations are based on data prior to 2016 and therefore the current fiscal
standing of the FPDs may differ.

Table 5: Yolo County FPO Fiscal Health and Sustainability
East Davis
No Man's Land

Zamora
Clarksbur
West Plainfield
Dunni an
Elkhorn
Kni hts Landin
Madison
Yolo

Contract District
Contract District
Contract District
Contract District
Full or Partial Fiscal Ca
Full or Partial Fiscal Ca
Full or Partial Fiscal Ca
Full or Partial Fiscal Ca
Full or Partial Fiscal Ca
Full or Partial Fiscal Ca
Needs Fiscal Assistance
Needs Fiscal Assistance
Needs Fiscal Assistance
Needs Fiscal Assistance
Needs Fiscal Assistance

Sustainable
Sustainable
Sustainable
Sustainable
Sustainable
Sustainable*
Sustainable
Sustainable
Like! Sustainable
Questionable Sustainabilit
Questionable Sustainabilit
Questionable Sustainabilit
Questionable Sustainabili
Questionable Sustainabilit

Source: Yolo Local Agency Formation Co mmission. Municipal Services Review. 2016, 76.
* Assuming savings from a standardize d fire apparatus inventory: w here each station has no m ore than
the recommendation of 2 engines, 1 water tender, 1 rescue squad (if had already) and each district has
1 reserve en ine .

Contract Districts: The four FPDs that contract for services were all considered
fiscally sustainable on a 20 year outlook. Since these districts contract with
adjacent cities for fire protection services, they do not have capital
infrastructure or the liability associated with that infrastructure.

66
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Districts with Full or Partial Fiscal Capacity:

The Copay Valley, Willow Oak, and Zamora FPDs were all found to be fiscally
sustainable on a 20 year outlook with fiscal capacity to replace their capital
equipment on its 25 year service life. Some of the other FPDs were found fiscally
sustainable if they reduced their fire apparatus inventory to a recommended
standardized fire apparatus inventory. This recommended inventory is for each
fire station to have no more than 2 engines, 1 water tender, 1 rescue squad (if
had already) and each district to have 1 reserve engine. 67 The Esparto FPD was
found fiscally sustainable if it reduced its fire apparatus inventory. Similarly, the
Clarksburg, and West Plainfield FPDs were found likely fiscally sustainable due
to the need to reduce some operating expenses or increase revenue and, in
the case of West Plainfield, the recommendation to reduce its capital fire
apparatus inventory. 68
Needing Assistance to Achieve Fiscal Sustainability: Based on the analysis the
Dunnigan, Elkhorn, Knights Landing, Madison, and Yolo FPDs were found not
fiscally sustainable on a 20 year outlook without significant additional revenues
fo maintain capital infrastructure. This determination was based on financial
projections and fire apparatus replacement at the end of service life. The
Dunnigan FPO was of particular concern as it was projected to have fiscal
instability, even without apparatus replacement. The report also saw potential
for the Elkhorn FPO to achieve sustainability by contracting for services with a
nearby city fire department. However; the LAFCo MSR report detailed that the
districts could reach fiscal sustainability if mitigation measures are taken, such
as reduction of expenses, increases of revenue, and replacement of capitol
equipment with previously-owned equipment.
Apparatus
Some of the Yolo County FPDs. have apparatus past the recommended service life
and are thus faced with the high cost of replacing them. Each of the FPDs have their
own apparatus, with the exception of the districts that contract for services with the
cities. As previously stated, the recommended service life for district fire apparatus is
no more than 25 years. When examined all together, as of 2016, 53% of the 70 fire
apparatus/vehicles in the Yolo County FPDs were over 15 years of age. 37% were
over 20 years of age, and 29% were over 25 years of age. 69 The estimated cost to
replace all of the equipment over 25 years of age was $5.51 million. 70 As a result,
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some of the FPDs have taken to lease purchasing some of their apparatus.7 1
Ultimately, the district's identified as most in need were Elkhorn, Knights Landing,
Madison and Zamora which each had 40% or more of their apparatus at more than
25 years old.7 2 For two of the districts, Madison and Elkhorn, their facility space was
also deemed not adequate to store one or more of their apparatus.73
In order to fund repair and replacement of apparatus, each FPO maintains a fiscal
reserve fund. However, the balances in these funds varies widely by district and do
not appear sufficient in the long term for many districts.7 4 According to the 2016
LAFCo MSR, capital equipment replacement was a key fiscal issue and the b iggest
fiscal challenge for the 11 FPDs that provide direct services.7 5 The LAFCo MSR,
analyzed projected fund balances over a 20 year period for the districts to determine
the ability of each district to fund replacement of apparatus at 25 year service life.
Ultimately, the report deemed 7 direct service districts not fiscally sustainable when
assuming best-case annual revenues and 10 districts were deemed not fiscally
sustainable when assuming ongoing stable annual revenues only.76 Based on those
results, many of the Yolo County FPDs appear to not have sufficient long term
reserves to meet apparatus replacement needs.
Paid Staffing

As the number of volunteers declines for the Yolo County FPDs, the number of paid
staff have increased. As shown in Table 6, from 2008 to 2018, paid st.offing more than
doubled from five to almost twelve positions. Specifically, over that time period there
was an increase in 5 full time positions a·nd 1.75 part-time positions. This creates an
additional financial burden on the FPDs, which are already struggling to maintain
adequate funds for apparatus repair and replacement.
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Table 6: Paid Staffing by Direct Service District 2008 to 2018
FTE
0

0
0

0
Kni hts Landin FPD
Madison FPO
S rinklake FPO
West Pia.infield FPO
Willow Oak FPO.
Winters FPO
Yolo FPO
Zomora FPO

3
0
0
0

Total

4

0
0
0
0

PT FTE

PT

4

0.5
0
0.25
0
0.25
0
0
0
0.5
0.25

0

0

0

0
0
1

1
0

1
0
2.75

0
0
0.5
0
0
0
0.5
0
0
0

Source: Yolo County FPDs, 2018.
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0
0
1
0

0
0
0
2

9

0
0

0

1

-0.25

0
0
0
0
0

0
0.25
0
-0.5
0
0.5
0.25
0
1

2
l
0
1

0
+5

0
+ 1.75

Strategies
As described, the challenges of recruitment and retention of volunteers as well as
obtaining sufficient funding for operations are occurring in FPDs across the nation
and the state of California. For that reason, a number of strategies have been
undertaken by FPDs to address these challenges. What follows is a description of
those strategies along with examples of actions in some California counties. A more
detailed case study of these California counties is provided in Appendix A.

Challenge: Recruitment and Retention of Volunteers
Strategy: Improve Recruitment Efforts

In order to combat a reduction in volunteers, FPDs across the nation have sought to
improve their recruitment efforts. For many FPDs this includes increasing recruitment
with more expansive recruitment campaigns or drives. However, these have shown
limited success. The Lakehead volunteer fire station in -Shasta County held two
recruitment drives over the course of two years. After receiving no serious applicants,
the station was closed in August 2017 due to lack of volunteers.77 According to the
2016 Yolo County LAFCo MSR, the Yolo County FPDs have continually conducted
recruitment efforts and still struggle to maintain an adequate roster of volunteer
firefighters.78
Recruitment efforts can also be structured to target youth as well as non-emergency
volunteer roles. In response to the volunteer decline, the National Volunteer
Firefighter Council (NVFC} created the National Junior Firefighter programs in 2007 to
help develop a new generation of volunteers. This program allows local fire
departments or organizations to educate and engage youth in firefighting to spark
potential interest for future members. A local example is seen in the Sacramento
Metropolitan FPD which hosts an annual fire camp for youth. Additionally, the NVFC
also established FireCorps which assists local fire departments and organizations in
establishing a network of community volunteers to perform non-emergency roles,
such as bookkeeping, fire prevention education, website maintenance, and more.
By targeting recruitment to these groups, FPDs can help encourage a growth in the
younger generation for volunteer firefig.hters and reduce volunteer firefighter
workload by filling non-emergency roles.

Solis, Nothem. "Lack of Volunteers Forces County to Close Lakehead Fire Station." Record Searchlight,
August 28, 2017 . ., . . :i
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Strategy: Provide incentives

In order to increase recruitment as well as retention, some districts have sought to
provide incentives. These can be indired monetary incentives such as passes to local
venues or personal use of a fire department vehicle. However, the most popular are
direct monetary incentives. This can take a variety of forms including stipends, tax
breaks, tuition reductions, life or health insurance, length of service awards (quasiretirement programs), and local business discounts. 79 In Yolo County, the Dunnigan
FPO provides small stipends, but this is only provided to one firefighter per day while
on duty.so While monetary incentives may assist, it can place a financial burden on
already struggling departments.
Strategy: Hire career firefighters

When volunteers are limited, some FPDs have turned to recruiting and hiring paid
staff to work alongside volunteers. This helps to increase staffing numbers and can
reduce the time burden on volunteers, which can aid in retention of firefighter
personnel overall. 81 An example of this is seen in Amador County, where a half cent
sales tax increase in 2009, along with the formation of a community facilities district to
collect a special tax for fire protection, assisted the Amador Fire Protection District in
hjring what is now 30 career firefighters. 82 Similarly, Sonoma County is considering
hiring additional firefighters for a new consolidated district as part of an overall plan
to aid their strUggling FPDs.83 While career firefighters can aid declining volunteer
numbers, it comes at a cost and requires sufficient funds in order to sustain.
Strategy: Reduce Training Burden

One of the top reasons for declining firefighting personnel is a lack of available time
to volunteer, which is further exacerbated by extensive training requirements. To
combat this the NVFC recommends finding ways to reduce the training burden. One
way is through use of the NVFC FireCorps program, which allows for community
members to volunteer in non-emergency functions without having to take the
extensive training. Additionally, providing flexibility in training. This can occur in several
ways such as offering a variety of training days/times, utilizing onrine courses, only
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requiring advanced courses for officers, and eliminating cross training requirements
for fire and EMS more than is needed. 84 This may assist some individuals in more easily
completing and retaining training requirements.

Challenge: Sufficient Funding for Operations
Strategy: Maximize grant funding opportunities

While FPDs generally receive their stable revenue from property taxes and benefit
assessments, rising costs make districts more reliant on alternative funding sources like
fundraising and gronts. Grants, such as the Assistance to Firefighters Grant through
the Federal Emergency Management Agency, can often provide one-time funds for
pricey equipment purchases.as However, grant writing can be a struggle for volunteer
districts and while grants help with one-time purchases, they generally cannot
address ongoing financial needs (such as for staffing positions}. Currently, the Yolo
County FPDs receive some grant writing assistance, particularly for the Assistance to
Firefighters Grant through the Yolo County Office of Emergency Services.
Strategy: Increase tax or fee revenue
In order to meet the growing financial need to cover the costs of apparatus and
career staff, some districts have sought to increase stable revenue sources. This can
include increasing assessments, development fees, sales taxes, and/or local
government assistance. As previously described, Amador County increased
· firefighting staffing and funding through a half cent sales tax increase and the
collection.of a special tax through the formation of a community facilities district.
Similarly, Sonoma County's plans for a new consolidated FPD includes a potential
increase in the local parcel tax.8 6 This strategy can help to bring additional stable
revenues, but would need voter approval.
Strategy: Redirection of Proposition 172 Funds

Additional revenue for FPDs can come from redirection of county Proposition 172
funds. Jn 1993 Proposition 172 was enacted in California, establishing a half-cent sales
tax statewide to support local public safety functions in cities and counties. These
funds were meant to partially replace losses in property tax funds which were shifted
from local agencies to local school districts, referred to as the Educational Revenue
Augmentation Fund (ERAF). The Proposition 172 funds can be distributed to local
public safety agencies such as law enforcement, fire, corrections, district attorney,
probation, and county district attorneys. For counties the Board of Supervisors
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determines distribution of the funds.B 7 Since these funds only p artially replaced
property tax losses from ERAF, their distribution is carefully determined. As a result, the
use of funds varies by county with some providfng a portion of total funds or specific
contributions for apparatus. For example, Nevada County p rovides a significant
portion of its Proposition 172 funds towards its eight FPDs (with mostly paid staff), one
small volunteer FPD, and a county water district that provides fire services.BB Similarly,
Sonoma County fire services receive 50% of Proposition 172 fund growth up until they
reach a total of 8% of the funding.B 9 This means that each year half of the newly
available Proposition 172 funds, which are not allocated to any particular agency,
are provided to fire services. However, it is estimated that around 15 counties do not
include FPDs in their Proposition 172 fund distributions. 90
In Yolo County, the use of Proposition 172 funds do not currently include a distribution
to the local FPDs. While the Proposition 172 funds were originally intended to offset
the loss of ERAF for local public safety agencies, in actuality the funds have not fully
covered that loss (see Table 7). Estimations for FY20l 7-20 18 displayed a net shortfall of
$16,675.839 for Yolo County when comparing the ERAF Shift and Prop 172 amounts.
The cities and special districts also experienced a net shortfall. The overall effect of
this shortfall may vary by agency depending on how large a portion of their revenue
came from ERAF. Ultimately, this means that the Prop 172 funds do not cover the full
public safety needs in Yolo County. 91 Therefore, in order to provide these funds to the
local FPDs, funds would need to be taken away from other public safety agencies;
recent distribution list is provided in Table 8.

a

Table 7: Estimated ERAF Shift and Prop 172 Amounts for FY2017-2018

Cities
S ecial Districts*

36,776,819
9,486,181
1,025,751

20,090,980
1,057,420

- 8,428,761
- 1,025,751

*Fire districts, as well as other special districts, are included in the ERAF shift.
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Table 8: Yolo County Prop 172 Budgeted Distributions FY17-:18

1

Sheriff's Office
TOTAL

Challenges: Recruitment and Retention of Volunteers &
Sufficient Funding for Operations
Strategy: Explore Operational Alterations

In an effort to tackle both of the aforementioned challenges, the recruitment and
retention of volunteers as well as sufficient funding for operations, many counties in
California have or are currently exploring operational alterations. These alterations
match three of the organizational models previously detailed at the beginning of this
report: countywide FPO, coordinating agency, and contracted services. What follows
is a description of the benefits and challenges of those models compared to the
traditional model of independent and dependent FPDs.
First, it is important to note the benefits and challenges that arise from the
independent and dependent FPOs model. This model can be beneficial in allowing
local communities to more directly control decisions regarding their fire protection
and level of service; with the independent, as opposed to the dependent districts,
having the strongest local control. Additionally, it ensures that the staff and volunteers
for the district are well versed in the conditions and topography of the area served.
However, the decentralized nature of individual FPO means there are varying levels in
the resources and quality of services for different communities in the county. This is
often due to the variability in funding sources and reliance on available and active
volunteers.
Consolidation or Counfywide FPD

In order to tackle the problems of limited volunteers ond financial instability, some
FPDs have sought to merge or consolidate. These can be consolidations of adjacent
districts into a larger FPO or the creation of a countywide FPD with the intention that
the sharing of resources will allow for greater stability.
ln California, consolidation and mergers of struggling fire departments has occurred
frequently in an effort to maintain adequate services. Sonoma County has seen
multiple consolidations over the years moving from fifty FPDs down to approximately
three dozen to improve efficiency and aid struggling volunteer districts. The county is
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currently in the process of consolidating four agencies into a new FPD to aid a district
struggling financially.n A smaller example is Mount Shasta Fire, which was established
through a merger of the Mount Shasta Fire Department and Mount Shasta City fire to
share staffing. 93
Benefits and Challenges
This approach can provide benefits through increased coordination, a more equal
provision of services across a region, and the potential for greater efficiencies. This
occurs through shored funding, shared purchases and apparatus, staffing, training,
and administrative oversight. Additionally, by having coordination in this way staff
receive the same training and are trained on the same equipment, which can aid in
service efficiency. However, in order to be successful a countywide FPD would still
need sufficient funding and staffing, just like the independent/dependent FPDs.
During consolidation if an FPO with a parcel tax annexes an FPO without a parcel tax,
that tax is applied in the newly annexed area. Therefore, consolidations can bring
about some additional and more equal funding. Nonetheless, the community may
also be concerned over the loss of some local control and the social or cultural role
the independent/dependent FPDs may serve.
Coordinating Agency
In this model, sometimes referred to as a regional fire services framework, an agency
serves as an administrative or coordinating body for the FPDs. In this way the
independent role of the FPDs ore mcintained but the agency provides shared service
benefits and remove some administrative burden from the FPDs. As detailed by Yolo
County LAFCo's 2016 MSR, an established agency can provide both financial
assistance as well as operational support. This could include training oversight,
common training and performance standards, standardization of fire apparatus
design specifications, cooperative purchasing, shared reserve apparatus, shared
volunteer firefighters, and weekday staffing of selected districts with stipended
firefighters to provide regional on-duty response coverage. This entity can be a nonprofit, the fire chiefs association, an existing training consortium, joint powers
agreement agency, community services district, or county service area. 94
An example of this model was seen in Sonoma County, which had a department
dedicated to administrative oversight and coordination for volunteer fire protection
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districts in the County. Due to financial and efficiency issues, the County has recently
moved to·disband the department in favor of having larger consolidated FPDs.

Benefits and Challenges
Ultimately, this appeared the least common model among the counties reviewed .
However, conceptually it is a bridge between the models of the
_independent/dependent FPDs and countywide FPO since it provides the benefit of a
regional coordinating body while allowing local districts to retain their
independence. This independence is often important for local communities that wish
to maintain control over fire services in their area and preserve the social and/or
cultural role that the district may hold in the community. At the same time, the
coordination provides the opportunity for some shared personnel, cost savings, and
more equal service provision throughout the region.
Contracted Services

When volunteers are scarce, some FPDs and/or counties have taken to contracting
with CalFire for fire and emergency medical services. This is a common model among
California counties with Napa, Butte and Riverside counties contracting with CalFire
to cover all of the unincorporated areas of the county with the exception of one
independent FPO in Butte County. 95Additionally, the San Diego Fire Authority has
contracted with CalFire, at least temporarily, to provide emergency medical services
for the area served by the Julian-Cuyamaca Fire Prevention District, which recently
voted to dissolve due to financial and staffing shortfalls. 96

Benefits and Challenges
This model allows for the provision of fire and emergency medical service without the
administrative burden of providing and maintaining FPDs and staff. However, it
comes at a cost. Counties must have sufficient funds to pay for the fire services
through CalFire and, depending on the contract arrangement, may still need to
supply apparatus. Additionally, some rural communities may have concerns as to
whether an outside agency will provide quick response times and have sufficient
local knowledge of the area.
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Conclusion
The Yolo County FPDs are facing the same challenges as FPDs across the nation and
throughout the state of California. Changing requirements and societal
circumstances have resulted in a continual reduction of volunteers. Similarly, rising
costs have made funding staff as well as necessary equipment and apparatus,
increasingly difficult. These challenges create the greatest struggle for the traditional
model of independent/dependent FPDs, where volunteers serve as the foundation.
While changing recruitment practices or obtaining alternative sources of funds can
assist, these challenges are likely to continue long term. As a result, many counties in
California have or are in the process of exploring alternatives to the traditional
operational model. For the purpose of ensuring the long-term sustainability of fire
protection in Yolo County, further exploration of these strategies, including
operational changes, should occur to determine if opportunities exist for improved
funding, staffing and cost savings.

Recommended Next Steps
It is the request and recommendation of the Yolo County Fire Chiefs Association that
additional funding be provided by the County to the fire districts. Specifically, the fire
chiefs request that the Board of Supervisors consider a redirection of Proposition 172
funds so that a portion is provided to the fire districts.
Based on the request of the fire chiefs and the strategies implored by other California
counties, it is the recommendation of staff that the County enter into a collaborative
process with the fire chiefs to explore funding and operational options for long term
sustainability. Through this process the County would not only discuss potential new
funding opportunities but also evaluate regionally where operational alterations,
such as those seen in other counties, may be of benefit. Staff would then return to the
Board with final recommendations .
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Appendix: County Case Studies

Amador County
Current Structure: Independent/Dependent FPO Model &. Countywide FPO

Amador County has a large Amador Fire Protection District (AFPD) which serves as a
dependent district under the Board of Supervisors. In addition, there are three small
independent FPOs in the county. The AFPD was formed in 1990, through the
consolidation of eight .all-volunteer fire districts, and serves approximately 85% of the
unincorporated area while also serving the cities of Plymouth, Jackson Rancheria,
and the Lockwood Fire Protection District. 97 The district utilizes a mix of thirty paid staff
and around twenty volunteers. The full time paid staff provide 24 hour coverage at
four of the AFPD's seven stations, while the other three are staffed by volunteers. The
AFPD is funded largely through sales tax revenue obtained through a ballot measure
(Measure M), contracted services, and a special tax collected through a community
facilities district. The district also receives funding from special assessments, fees for
service, impact fees and property taxes. Amador County also provides a general
fund contribution to AFPD to fund a contract with CalFire and staffing related to a
specific fire station during the winter months when the station would otherwise close.
Challenges and Strategic Approach:
In 2009 Amador County voters approved Measure M. This enacted a half cent sales
tax which was split 50/50 amohg each of the FPDs in Amador County using a formula
based on population and call volume. 98 In the 2014 Amador County LAFCo MSR, the
AFPD reported that Measure M along with the formation of a community facilities · ·
district, that collects a special tax for fire protection services provided by AFPD,
assisted them in hiring personnel. However, as of 2012, current revenues did not
support the staffing level required to deliver fire protection services at all stations,
particularly the struggle to maintain a sufficient and diverse pool of volunteers. The
AFPD also expressed interest in consolidating all fire services into one agency in the
county. 99
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Napa County
Current Structure: Contracted Services
Napa County contracts with CalFire for the provision of fire services through the Napa

County Fire Department (NCFD). The county has contracted with CalFire in some
form since 1932. Under this contract, Cal Fire provides administrative support and
coordination for five full-time paid stations and nine volunteer fire c ompanies
operating under a County Fire Plan that is approved by the Board of Supervisors.
Since 1970 the volunteer fire departments have operated under a memorandum of
agreement with the county. This contract allows the stations to maintain their bylaws,
charters, and ownership of their stations, but brought administrative, training,
purchasing, warehouse and other functions under CalFire. The NCFD has around _200
volunteers and 58 paid CalFire employees. Funding for the NCFD comes mainly
through taxes, such as property tax, and approximately $10 million of that goes to the
CalFire contract. Remaining funds go towards equipment, apparatus, and facility
maintenance. The county also has a number of automatic aid agreements with
surrounding city fire departments, nearby county departments, and the Napa State
Hospital.

100 -

Challenges and Strategic Approach:
Through a detailed strategic planning process, the NPFD identified a number of
critical issues and services gaps to address. The top critical issue listed was the
workload compared to current staffing levels. This was attributed in part to increases
in calls for service. The strategic approach identified to address this need, was the
development of a succession management and professional development work
plan. Through these plans the NPFD seeks to provide leadership and career growth
opportunities in the agency to seemingly increase volunteer interest and aid in
retention. Additionally, the need for a regular maintenance p lan for
apparatus/equipment was also identified and included for development in the
Strategic Plan. 10 1

100 "Napa County fire Deportment Strategic Plan: 2016-2019 Strategic Plan." Napa County Fire
Deportment. March 2016. ; ·;- . ii
· .', ·'/.,,-,I•. ··
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"Napa County Fire Deportment Strategic Pion." Napa County Fire Deportment. 2016.
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Orange County
Current Structure: Countywide f PD Model
Up to 1980 the unincorporated areas of Orange County along with 9 cities received
their fire services from the California Department of Forestry, until the County formed
the Orange County Fire Department. Over the years, as population dynamics

changed and some unincorporated areas incorporated into cities, over 80% of the .
department's service was to city residents. As a result, a Joint Powers Agency (JPA) ,
called the Orange County Fire Authority (OCFA), launched in 1995 through the efforts
of the county and cities. Over the years the OCFA has become a countywide fire
protection agency. Today the OCFA includes the unincorporated portions of the
county as well as 24 cities. The OCFA does contract with some city fire agencies to
provide fire service to unincorporated county islands that are surrounded by nonmember cities. Activities of the OCFA are overseen by a Board of Directors and
funded by the member agencies. Some members provide a portion of their property
tax designated for fire protection and some member cities pay through a contract
with the JP A. 102
Challenges and Strategic Approach:
Despite increasing costs and volunteer reductions, the OCFA appears to be
operating well. This has led the city of Garden Grove to consider joining. The city fire
department has struggled with increasing operational costs and rising pension costs.
Initial estimates with OCFA showed the annval cost of membership to be almost $3
miflion less than the cost for the city to run the service and would allow the city to
pass future pension obligations on to the JPA. By joining the countywide agency,
Garden Grove anticipates still keeping and maintaining its fire stations but transferring
all other operations and expenses to OCFA. This would include increased incident
staffing, updated vehicles and apparatus, and some estimate increased response
times.

Some cities, such as Irvine and Placentia, have talked about leaving the OCFA due
to the funding structure. OCFA charges cities based on their property taxes, which
some cities have viewed as unfair, and Placentia was dismayed by cost increases.
While Irvine has since completed negotiations on a new agreement with OCFA.
Placentia has been reviewing their options.103

102

"Orange County Fire Authority: FYlS/19 Adopted Budget.'' Orange County Fire Authority. July 2018.
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Goulding, Susan. "Garden Grove Poised to Join OCFA, the 'Home Depot of Fire Service'." The
·
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Sonoma County
Current Structure: Independent/Dependent FPO Model & Coordinated Agency Model
The County of Sonoma has approximately three dozen FPDs some with all volunteer
staff and some with a mix of volunteer and paid staff. 104 These districts are funded
through a combination of property taxes, fees, tundraising, and grant funds. Until
recently, the districts received administration and support through the county's
Department of Fire and Emergency Services, which is currently in the process of
being dismantled. For 25 years the department assisted rural volunteer FPDs with fiscal
and administrative services, training, coordination of fire service activities, provision of
protective equipment, a hazardous materials unit, and fire protection code
compliance services. iOS The department has been funded largely through tees for
service, state and federal funds, property tax funds, as well as county genera!
funds. 106
Challenges and Strategic Approach:

Over time the County department has experienced criticism regarding use of
funding and perceived inefficiencies, with fire agencies viewing the financial support
from the department as insufficient. As a result, the Board of Supervisors began
. dismantling the department in 2018. 107
At the same time, many of the FPDs iri Sonoma County have struggled with financial
and volunteer shortages. In fact multiple FPDs within the organization have beguri
consolidating into larger agencies to combine financial resourc:es and to share staff.
Currently, four districts are in the process of Consolidating to form the Sonoma County
Fire Protection District. Through this consolidation they hope to increase efficiencies
with shared use of apparatus, a reduction in redundant roles, standardized training,
shared staffing, and sharing the tax burden over a larger number of tax payers. 108
Subsequently, the Board of Supervisors has been transferring property taxes originally
received by the County department to some of the larger consolidated districts.
Overall, consolidation is an ongoing trend in the district which used to have up to 55
FPDs in prior years. 109
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Tuolumne County
Current Structure: Independent/Dependent FPO & Contracted Services

The County of Tuolumne contracts with Cal Fire for the staffing and management of
ten fire stations as the Tuolumne County Fire Department. This contract costs about $4
million annually and provides 24/7 staffing of one fire captain and fire engineer.
Additionally, the county has eight independent fire districts.
Challenges and Strategic Approach:

The county contracted with an independent party to conduct an evaluation of the
county's overall fire protection system. This two-year study recently concluded and
the results deemed the current operations unsustainable•. The study found the budget
shortfall for the fire protection system of $1 .5 million in 2017 to potentially reach more
than $2 million by 2022. These budgeting challenges were also evident in the
county's apparatus. of which almost one-third was found to be more than 25 years
old with dn estimated replacement cost of $5.4 million to $7.4 million over the next
three to five years. Additionally, the fire agencies were having to rely more on paid
firefighters due to a decline in volunteers.
The final recommendation of the study was to form a countywide fire district that
could contract with various agencies and allocate funding to districts based on the
proportion of service calls. This district could operate through contracts with city
departments, local FPDs and CalFire for the provision of fire services. Additionally, the
study recommended the exploration of a benefit assessment to stabilize funding. 110
The Tuolumne Fire Chiefs Association also expressed disagreement with the
recommendation believing some of the data and analysis to be flawed. 11 1 However.
at their June 11, 2019 meeting, the Board of Supervisors directed staff to further
pursue the migration to a countywide fire system. 112
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"Presentation of the first Responder and EMS Study." Tuolumne County Administrator's Office. Board
of Supervisor's meeting. June 5. 2019.
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Maclean, Alex. "Study: Fire Services in Tuol1,1mne County Aren't Sustainable, Need Change." The
Union Democrat, June 7, 2019.
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"Presentation· of the First Responder and EMS Study." Tuolumne County Administrator's Office. 2019.
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.West Plainfield Fire Protection District
24901 Road 95, Davis, California 95616 • (530) 756-0212

Minutes - July 16, 2019
West Plainfield Fire Protection District Board of Commissioners
1.
CALL TO ORDER
The meeting was called to order at 7:05 pm by President James McMullen and a quorum was
established. Present were:
Commissioners:
Staff:

James McMullen, Ed Beoshanz and Jim Yeager
Richard Guarino absent, Charles Hjerpe arrived at 7:19 pm
Fire Chief Cherie Rita, Assistant Chief Dave Stiles, Assistant Chief Bill ·
Heins Lt. Scott Bravo and WPFD Association President Jon Lee

A quorum was established.

2.

REVIEW DISCUSSION OF BILLS
a.
Approve payment of bills.
Motion by:
2 nd:

Commissioner Yeager
Commissioner Beoshanz

To approve the bills in the amount of$ 31,988.05.
Passed:
3.

PUBLIC COMMENT
No Public Comment

4.

LILLARD HALL
a.
Lillard Hall Business
None

5.

Unanimously

b.

Lillard Hall Report
The Board directed staff to research the propane usage at Lillard Hall, if the Hall
is paying a portion of the propane bill and to report back to the Board at the
August meeting.

c.

Lillard hall Committee Report Ad Hoc
No meeting. No report
i.
Financial Analysis Report
Nothing to report
ii.
Landscaping/Fencing ·
Commissioner Hjerpe informed the Board that at this time it was decided
to leave the landscaping and fencing as is and to revisit it again in the
future as needed.

FINANCIALS
a.
Deposits
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solely with the engineering report. President McMullen appointed
Commissioners Yeager, Chair and Hjerpe.

12.

TRAINING LIASION REPORT
Nothing new to report.

13.

FIRE PREVENTION LIASION REPORT
President McMullen asked about the status of Weed Abatement. AC Heins stated that
deficiency letters will be going out soon.

14.

FACILITIES/EQUIPMENT LIASION REPORT
Nothing to report.

15.

MINUTES
a.
Approval of June 18, 2019 Board Meeting Minutes.
Motion by:

2"d:

Commissioner Yeager
Commissioner Beoshanz

Passed:

Unanimously

16.

CLERKS' REPORT
Nothing to report.

17.

OPEN FORUM
President McMullen has asked that Assistant Chief Stiles, Operations be added to the
agenda as item 9a and Assistant Chief Heins, Administration as item 9b.
AC Stiles informed the Board that now that the Brush trucks are completed, he will be
starting the Water 230 re-power/refurbishment project. He also informed the Board that
Willow Oak Fire will be taking one of their engines out of service and he is in
negotiations to request it be donated to West Plainfield to allow us to have a Type 1
engine during our repower of Engine 30 when the time comes. AC Stiles informed the
Board that the Davis Fire Department has hired an internal Fire Chief, Joe Tennie.

18.

CALENDAR
The next regularly scheduled meeting of the Board of Fire Commissioners will be
Tuesday August 20, 2019 at 7:00 pm.
Motion by:

2nd:

Commissioner Yeager
Commissioner Hjerpe

To adjourn.
Passed:

Unanimously

Meeting adjourned 8:20 pm

President

Clerk
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Total deposits of $6,564.44
President McMullen asked about the payment from the City of Winters. Assistant
Chief Heins informed the Board that Winters billed Hay Kingdom's insurance
company and received payment for the mutual aid provided by outside agencies.
He told the Board that West Plainfield responded three times and the deposit
reflects these responses. He also told the Board that the volunteers assigned to
those incidents will be paid per Board policy.
President McMullen asked about the YCPARMIA reimbursement. Assistant Chief
Heins informed the Board that this payment is the last payment for the Lieutenant
who was injured on duty. He reminded the Board that this employee was not able
to return to duty and his last day on our books was April 3, 2019. AC Heins told
the Board that this employee's injury payment did continue through June 19,
2019.
b.

6.

Financial Reports:
Fire Chief Rita informed the Board that the financial reports presented do not
reflect the end of budget year 2018 - 2019 final report. She told the Board that as
soon as the final report is available it will be presented to the Board.

NEW BUSINESS
a.
Discussion/Action - Volunteer Application
Motion by:

2 nd :

Commissioner Yeager
Commissioner Hjerpe

To approve the Volunteer applicant.
Passed:

Unanimously

7.

OLD BUSINESS
a.
Fire District Website Update
Assistant Chief Heins informed the Board that the website is currently up and
running. There still needs to be training of the Chief and Clerk on how to upload
documents but the district has until January 2020. AC Heins told the Board that
this project has been delayed due to other pressing projects. Once these projects
are completed, he will schedule the training. AC Heins remined the Board that
this requirement is in response to legislation passed by the state (AB2257).

8.

CHIEF'S REPORT
Chief Rita informed the Board of the following:
• Yolo County Chiefs will meet with the County Chief Administrative Officer and
receive a presentation that will be given to the County Board of Supervisors
regarding the need for long term planning for fire districts.

Motion by:
2nd:

Commissioner Yeager
Commissioner Hjerpe

To Empower the District Funding and Development Committee
(Beoshanz, Chair Yeager) to write a letter, to the County Board of
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Supervisors, regarding the presentation given to the Yolo County
Fire Chiefs on behalf of the WPFPD Board.
Passed:

•

•

•
•

Unanimously

The Winters Fire Department has asked if we would be interested in helping with
staffing their OES Engine. Chief Rita told the Board the AC Stiles and AC Heins
are working out the details. The Chief will bring back information as it becomes
available.
Chief Rita informed the Board that AC Stiles has retired from the UCO Fire
Department and would like to respond as a Strike Team Leader in our utility. She
told the Board that by doing so it would bring in revenue to the District.
The newest Brush Truck, Brush 30, is now in service and is in the bay if the
members would like to look at it after the meeting.
The old Grass 30 has been taken out of service and will go to auction once all of
the equipment is removed .

9.

ASSISTANT CHIEF REPORT
Assistant Chief Heins informed the Board of the following:
• Continuing to work on grants. Will be giving Yocha Dehe the final report for the
$147,000 Brush Truck grant. He has the majority of work completed for the new
requests
• Continues to coordinate negotiations with Indian Health Services for impacts of
the Sacred Oaks project
Was
the training presenter at the last drill. The topics were District familiarization,
•
member wellness and the District's Injury Illness Prevention Program.
• Submitted our renewal application for EMT Continuing Education to YEMSA
• Submitted reimbursement request to Winters for the Hay Kingdom Fires
• Continue working on documentation for accounting of the brush truck builds

10.

VOLUNTEER ACTIVITIES REPORT
The new Association President, Jon Lee, introduced himself and informed the Board of
the following:
• The Association will be hosting and providing the meal for the Yolo County Fire
Chief's meeting
• The Association will be preparing and serving lunch for a hunter safety class
being presented by one of our volunteers and he will be donating the proceeds
from the class to the Association

11.

COMMITTEE REPORTS
a.
Standing Committees
i.
Benefits Committee Report (Chair Hjerpe, Guarino)- No meeting, no report.
ii.
Budget Committee Report (Yeager, Chair Hjerpe)- No meeting, the budget
was approved at the last meeting
iii.
Personnel Committee Report (Chair Hjerpe, Guarino)- No meeting, no
report
iv.
District Funding and Development Committee (Beoshanz, Chair Yeager)
No meeting, no report
v.
IHS/Sacred Oaks Committee (Chair McMullen, Guarino) The Committee
met with the IHS engineering company, RFE Engineering, and they have
included our comments/corrections into the meeting notes. It was decided
to form an Ad Hoc Committee for the IHS Engineering Committee to deal
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